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1 Introduction 

1.1 Purpose of this report 

This report presents our findings for our Thematic Study of Newton Fund activities in South Africa, with a focus on 

three activities in the country. Our findings emerged from an in-depth review of documentation, in-country 

interviews, and UK-based consultations, as outlined in Section 1.2 below. Findings from this and the other seven 

country studies will help inform our Mid-term Evaluation report.  

As outlined in our Evaluation Strategy, thematic impact studies were carried out in eight countries: Brazil, China, 

Egypt, India, Malaysia, Mexico, the Philippines and South Africa. The focus on these countries allows for a breadth 

of coverage across Newton partner countries and regions of focus. It also allows for broad coverage on terms of 

the existing innovation capacity and infrastructure of Newton partner countries.  

As part of our thematic studies, we conducted a comparative analysis of the factors (such as type of local funding 

agencies, size of universities, local research structures, among others) that contributed to the Fund’s outcomes 

across different contexts. This helped us map the pathways of change and capture early signs of the Newton 

Fund’s impact. By focusing on the factors which facilitate specific research activities, increase the quality of 

research outputs, enhance international collaboration and translate research into innovative practices, the thematic 

impact studies help us understand how sustainable solutions to economic development and poverty reduction have 

emerged so far from Newton Fund activities.  

Case study selection 

For each country, we shortlisted potential case study calls based on three measures: size, pillar and sector. The 

selection of projects took thematic areas of focus into consideration, aiming to include priority areas for Newton 

Fund in the country. We sought to achieve a spread of Newton Fund Delivery Partners and activity types across 

the countries in our sample. We also consulted the in-country teams (ICTs) to identify potential impact ‘stories’. 

Following additional consultations with delivery partners and the Newton Fund Central Team, we selected three 

cases per country to be explored in more depth.  

In South Africa, the shortlisted activities which reflect considerations of balance for the full case study portfolio 

described above were:  

 Academy of Medical Science, Newton Advanced Fellowship (2015 – Round 1); Drug induced liver injury 

due to anti-tuberculosis treatment: predictive mechanism based biomarkers and genetic associations;  

 Economic and Social Research Council, South African PhD Partnering Network for Inclusive Growth through 

Social Innovation and Entrepreneurship - The SASIE Network  

 Science & Technology Facilities Council, Development in Africa with Radio Astronomy (DARA) project 

Within those actions, the specific award-holders were selected to ensure as broad a geographical scope and 

diversity of partners as possible, within the timeframe of the thematic study. When selecting the award holders, we 

also considered the relevance of the specific project’s research area to the Newton Fund’s priorities in South Africa. 

The selected projects are mainly spread across two regions in South Africa, Gauteng (Johannesburg, Pretoria, and 

Hartebeesthoek) and Western Cape (Cape Town). The DARA project also has activities taking place outside South 

Africa. This has allowed the research team to include views and experiences of the Newton Fund in different 

contexts, especially in terms of each state’s economic situation and existing international science and innovation 

linkages.    

1.2 Research approach 

The thematic impact studies involved wide-ranging in-country consultations, with the inclusion of as many diverse 

interview respondents as possible within the time-frame of our fieldwork activities. This was combined with 

consultations with UK-based partners and researchers involved in the actions included in the study.  
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This thematic study explored: 

 The development of each activity – examining its origins, how engagement with the Newton Fund 

occurred, and an overview of the process of securing Newton funding;  

 The relevance of each activity to South Africa’s development needs and to Newton Fund and ODA goals; 

 The additionality of each activity;  

 The results of each activity in terms of the outputs, outcomes and impacts generated in terms of 

strengthening the science and knowledge base, innovation capacity and influencing policy in South Africa 

and beyond; and 

 The success factors (and barriers) of each activity, and examination of possible future benefits from 

each activity that might be expected to arise in the future.  

We took into account that all of the activities included in this study are still ongoing, and that the impact of research 

projects can often take years or even longer to unfold. Our research approach was adapted to reflect this, and also 

included signs of impact or intentions to achieve impact as indications of potential future impact.   

Research methods and data collection approach  

The thematic impact studies are central to our contribution analysis approach and involved an intensive period of 

in-country research by members of the evaluation team and local experts in the science and innovation sphere. 

Preparation for the in-country research included a document review of country-specific documents on South 

Africa’s research and development context. Documents reviewed include the evaluation South Africa Baseline 

Report, Country Situation Note, and findings from the Process Evaluation. We also conducted a literature review of 

additional documentation on South Africa’s science and innovation landscape, and existing UK-South Africa 

collaboration activities. Project-specific documentation, such as application forms, mid-term and final reports, were 

reviewed for each action included in the study, where provided by the delivery partner, local partners or 

researchers.  

The document review was accompanied by one week of intensive data collection in country¸ as well as data 

collection in the UK prior to and following the fieldwork. During the week-long in-country visit, three main categories 

of stakeholders were interviewed: i) in-country delivery partners (and Newton in-country team); ii) funders; and iii) 

participating researchers.  

Our data collection both in-country and in the UK was complemented with an analysis of the pathway to impact for 

each action, which can be found in Annex 1. Here, we analysed each project’s trajectory to impact by placing it 

within the Newton Fund Theory of Change. This allowed us to visually represent the pathway to outputs, outcomes 

and impact of each activity, and highlight its (potential) contribution to broader Newton Fund goals.  

Limitations of the research approach 

The timeframe for in-country research meant that we were only able to include three projects within our study. 

These are not representative of all Newton Fund activities as a whole. The timeframe also limited the number of 

stakeholders we were able to interview in South Africa. The volume of documentation provided varied by project, 

thus limiting the possibility of triangulating findings. The thematic study findings reflect the data provided by each 

project and what is available online.  

Research findings have been triangulated across different stakeholder groups and across various sources of 

documentation (project documents and online resources such as the RCUK Gateway to Research portal). 

However, the research team was not always able to independently verify statements by all the different contributing 

stakeholders or to verify what was reported in documentation.   
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2 The Newton Fund in South Africa 

2.1 Context and evolution of the Fund in South Africa 

South Africa – current situation 

In early 2013 the South African government introduced the National Development Plan (NDP) - 2030 as South 

Africa's long-term socio-economic development roadmap. To address the country's socio-economic imbalances, 

the NDP outlines the key constraints to faster growth and presents a roadmap to a more inclusive economy. The 

NDP articulates a strong role for science, technology and innovation (STI) and sees it as a key driver to equitable 

economic growth, economic advances and improvements in health systems, education and infrastructure. The 

NDP is structured in three separate phases:  

 Phase 1: In the first phase (2012–2017), the focus is on intensifying research and development spending, 

emphasising opportunities linked to existing industries; 

 Phase 2: In the second phase (2018–2023), the emphasis is on South Africa laying the foundations for more 

intensive improvements in productivity, and innovation across state, business and social sectors should start 

to become pervasive; 

 Phase 3: As 2030 approaches the emphasis will move more towards consolidating the gains of the second 

phase, with greater emphasis on innovation, improved productivity, more intensive pursuit of a knowledge 

economy, and better utilisation of comparative and competitive advantages in an integrated continent.  

The mission of the South Africa Department of Science and Technology (DST) is to provide leadership and enable 

the environment and resources for science, technology and innovation to support of South Africa’s development. 

The DST had an allocated spend of £437 million1 (R7.5 billion) in 2017, just slightly more than the previous year 

(R7.4 billion). The Department’s 2015-2020 Strategic Plan, builds on the previous 2011-2016 plan and focuses on 

five focus areas but with new emphasis on innovation and capacity building.  

The five priorities are now the following:  

1. Boosting South African human capital development for science, technology and innovation, with a special focus 

on transformation;  

2. Promoting government-business university investment in R&D;  

3. Translating more effectively the outcomes of South African investments in research into the development of 

new products and services for the South African economy;  

4. Ensuring consistent progress of the SKA project with construction starting on schedule in 2018; and, 

5. Contributing decisively to science, technology and innovation capacity-building elsewhere in Africa2. 

Newton Fund in South Africa 

The Newton Fund is administered in South Africa by Department for Science and Technology. The matched funding 

model, known and promoted as the UK-South Africa Newton Fund, has already seen a co-investment of £30 million 

                                                 
1 Based on the average FX rate for 2017 
2 Strategic Plan 2015-2020, Department of Science and Technology, 2015. URL: 
http://www.dst.gov.za/images/Attachments/DST_Strategic_Plan_2015-2020_web_pdf.pdf  

http://www.dst.gov.za/images/Attachments/DST_Strategic_Plan_2015-2020_web_pdf.pdf
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since its launch in 20143. The scale of UK Newton funding available in comparison with the South African funding 

landscape is also vastly different. As a point of comparison, Innovate UK has the same budget as DST, which funds 

90 % of the public science research in South Africa. This has created some matching issues in the inception of the 

Newton Fund in South Africa. Especially for UK delivery partners who had little previous experience of working in 

South Africa this meant adapting their funding approach to better fit the South African context. In South Africa, a 

weak Rand has also created difficulties in matching funding. UK delivery partners interviewed noted that this had 

often resulted in more creative solutions, using matched effort and in-kind solutions to work around funding issues.   

In terms of thematic focus, Newton funds actions in public health; environment and food security; and science and 

technology capacity building, underpinned by crosscutting themes of Big Data and regional co-operation across sub-

Saharan Africa. Especially for the latter South Africa has shown an appetite to explore how the Newton Fund can 

work in multilateral settings such as through Southern African Development Community (SADC), BRICS or the 

African Union.  

The Newton Fund has been an important driver in developing the high-level relationship with the South African 

government, and, in the words of a government stakeholder “played a tremendous role in reviving the relationship”. 

South Africa see this as something that goes beyond normal aid investment approaches. As a strategic tool, South 

Africa sees the Newton Fund as augmenting the priorities that are driven at a national level. 

From the South African side, the expectation was that the Newton Fund would be a large programme but it grew 

beyond their expectations, and the South African side had limited capacity for the administrative and coordination of 

the sheer numbers of DPs and a short inception. These teething problems were mitigated through the in-country 

team that worked as intermediary in discussions with South African counterparts. Capacity remains an issue and UK 

delivery partners have experienced some difficulties in getting projects off the ground. A recent restructuring of DST 

and NRF was also said to have compounded capacity issues. Matched funding from the South African delivery 

partners has also not been easy to secure according to interviewees. Not only because of funds available but South 

African budget cycles did not align with Newton Fund projects which made it difficult to release matched funds. In 

general, interviewees believed most of the teething problems were overcome and saw genuine willingness from 

South Africa to engage, though administrative capacity was still a limiting factor.  

Going forward, innovation and translation is to be a priority for the Newton Fund in South Africa. The Leaders in 

Innovation Fellowship (a programme rolled out in multiple Newton Fund countries) is already active in South 

Africa.South Africa has also indicated in recent high-level meetings a strategic shift towards developing large scale 

PhD programmes and improving doctoral supervision to strengthen to post-doctoral research development. On the 

innovation side, there is strong interest in increasing the support to applied research and translation, which so far 

has not been a focus of Newton Fund calls.  

Furthermore, in the first couple of years of the Newton Fund, calls were relatively small, ad-hoc and often capitalising 

on existing South African programmes. Interviewees explained that the main reason for this was to be able to launch 

projects quickly and without time consuming planning. DST, has now signaled a change in direction towards a scaling 

up of funding calls in terms of size that involve more integrated projects; these would include a larger number of 

stakeholders and activities with objectives corresponding more closely to stated development priorities.  

  

                                                 
3 UK-South Africa Newton Fund: Programme Summary, British High Commission, Department of Science and Technology, Department of 
Business Innovation and Skills, UK.   
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South Africa – UK relations  

South Africa has a long history of cooperation with the UK, on both a cultural and academic level. The UK has for 

instance partnered in South Africa's flagship scientific projects and have positioned science and innovation at the 

centre of the bilateral relationship.  The UK is heavily involved in flagship science projects such as the Square 

Kilometre Array (SKA) which, when built, will be the world’s largest world's largest radio telescope, located in 

Australia and South Africa.4 Evidence of the strength of this relationship is South Africa’s support for the UK bid to 

host the SKA headquarters in Manchester. This protected the UK’s £200m investment in SKA and maintained a 

major UK footprint at the outset of the £1.5bn SKA project set to run for decades.  

Though there has been a formal bilateral Science and Technology Agreement since 1995, not much happened in 

terms of working with and through government counterparts. The cooperation was described as mostly ‘ad-hoc 

engagement’ with the occasional research call but nothing compared to the scale of the Newton Fund. There are 

however a multitude of pre-existing links and a rich array of partnerships between South Africa and UK academics 

and researchers, both at an individual and institutional level. For instance, the academic institutions involved in the 

case studies almost all had pre-existing links with South African counterparts. Oxford University has for instance 

hosted Rhodes scholars from the country since the early 20th century. UK is also the second most popular destination 

after the US for studying abroad, capturing 16 % of total outbound students.5 All this points to strong institutional links 

between the two countries, indeed many interviewees suggested this had played an important role in Newton Fund’s 

success in South Africa. Without these links, actions would not have the networks to draw upon or achieve the same 

scale. The strength of the institutional links between South Africa and the UK is also demonstrated in the shared 

history of collaborations that have been successful in accessing research funding through EU Framework 

Programmes. These links also extend to trade and investment, South Africa is also the largest recipient of UK foreign 

direct investment (FDI) in Africa accounting for 30% of total UK FDI in 2014, to a value of £13.1 billion.6   

Science and innovation landscape in South Africa  

Most of the public funds from DST for science and research pass through the agencies they oversee. The main 

ones are:  

 the Council for Scientific and Industrial Research (CSIR) 

 the National Research Foundation (NRF)  

 Human Sciences Research Council (HSRC) 

In addition, DST also oversees the South African National Space Agency (SANSA) and the Technology Innovation 

Agency (TIA). The latter is especially involved in the translation of research and innovation. So far, interaction 

between the Newton Fund and TIA has taken place for the RAEng Leaders in Innovation Fellowship since 2016 and 

the British Council-TIA PDE commercialisation course which concluded in 2016/17. DST is responsible for around 

90% of the public investment into science and research. Several other funding agencies also exist, including the 

South African National Energy Development Institute, Water Research Commission and the Medical Research 

Council. Many of these are not funded through DST but rather their line departments (although the Medical Research 

Council does receive some funding from DST depending on the nature of its work, for example the Newton Precision 

Medicine call with Innovate UK is funded on the South African side via DST).  

In terms of global rankings, South Africa is positioned relatively high in international metrics for innovation and 

competitiveness. For instance, it is ranked 54th place (out of 128) in the Global Innovation Index of 2016, and 47th 

place (out of 138) in the Global Competitiveness Index 2016-17. The indicators for science impact are also 

relatively good (see table 1). For instance, the international collaboration on publications is the highest among all 

BRICS countries which indicates a good integration in the global research community. 

                                                 
4 Costs estimates put the first phase of the telescope to €630 million.  
5 Education in South Africa, World Education Services, 2017. URL: https://wenr.wes.org/2017/05/education-south-africa  
6 UK - South Africa joint trade statement, Department for International Trade, 24 January, 2017. URL: https://www.gov.uk/government/news/uk-
south-africa-joint-trade-statement  

https://wenr.wes.org/2017/05/education-south-africa
https://www.gov.uk/government/news/uk-south-africa-joint-trade-statement
https://www.gov.uk/government/news/uk-south-africa-joint-trade-statement
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Table 1: Scientific production in BRICS 

Country  Normalised citation impact index 

2003-2012 

International collaboration among institutions (% of 

documents): 2003–2012 

Brazil  0.77  24.9  

China 0.66  15.0  

India 0.71  17.4  

Russia 0.50  30.9  

South Africa 1.10 42.7 

Source: OECD 2015. OECD Science, Technology and Industry Scoreboard 2015: Innovation for Growth and Society 

An area of strength is South Africa’s rich tradition of academic excellence with a sophisticated research 

system. It boasts well-recognized public universities such as the University of Cape Town, the University of the 

Witwatersrand, and Stellenbosch University – all three in the in the world top 400 and dominating regional 

rankings.7 However, these universities traditionally served the white minority in South Africa and black South 

Africans continue to be underrepresented in these top-tier institutions. The academic community is however 

clustered to pockets of research excellence, observers have noted that a small number of the prestigious 

universities represent a disproportionate share of the research output as well as PhD production. 

South Africa is also a major investor in large-scale, “big science” facilities often in cooperation with 

international consortia. In 2016, the Council for Scientific and Industrial Research unveiled the fastest computer on 

the continent. Perhaps the best illustration of South Africa’s growing importance as a hub for science and 

innovation excellence is the flagship project, The Square Kilometre Array, which when finished will be the world's 

biggest radio telescope and involves the collaboration between 11 different countries.  

However, overall R&D intensity in South Africa is low. The standard metric for a country’s innovation capability, 

R&D as a percentage of Gross Domestic Product (GERD), has for South Africa consistently hovered around 0.7-

0.8 % in recent years.8 Seen over the last decade however it has declined and is the lowest among the BRICS 

countries.9 The South African government has however an explicit ambition to double investment in R&D from the 

2014/15 figure of 0.77% to 1.5% of GDP by 2020.10  

International relations and research landscape  

South Africa has the most developed science and research base in Africa and is keen to encourage regional 

development through international collaboration initiatives. The Newton Fund fits well with South Africa’s ambition to 

expand scientific collaboration with other African countries. South Africa has ambitions of playing a larger role on the 

African continent, science and research collaborations are seen as a strategic vehicle to achieve this goal.  

The UK’s importance as a research partner has increased in recent years. Especially on a governmental level, the 

presence has been impactful. Before Newton Fund, as one DST interviewee put it, “there was nothing”. Within 

academia, many of the major universities have long ties to UK researchers, whereas the government had little 

bilateral cooperation in the science and research area.   

South Africa and Italy together have a bilateral partnership in science and technology, namely the Italy-South Africa 

Joint Research Programme (ISARP) 2018-2020 which offers two different funding schemes supporting different 

cohorts of researchers. The aim of this programme is to support the advancement of basic, applied and innovative 

research in areas such as biotechnologies, space, astrophysics and new technologies for Social Science, among 

                                                 
7 Times Higher Education World University Rankings, 2018 
8 OECD Science and Technology Indicators 
9 South African Economic Update, Innovation for productiveness and inclusiveness. 2017, The International Bank for Reconstruction and 
Development/THE WORLD BANK 
10 Minister Pandor's Statement on the R&D Survey 2014/2015. 2017, Department of Science and Technology URL: 
http://workspace.unpan.org/sites/Internet/Documents/UNPAN97434.pdf 
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other fields.11 South Africa was also in partnership with Norway under the South Africa – Norway Research Co-

operation on Climate Change, the Environment and Clean Energy (SANCOOP) programme which finished in 

2017. The goal of the Programme was to enhance knowledge–based policies and decisions for sustainable 

development in environment, climate change and clean energy in South Africa and Norway.12  

South Africa has also participated in EU research programmes. For instance, South Africa is the fifth most successful 

country in accessing EU Framework Programme (FP7) for research funding, ranked only behind USA, Russia, China 

and India. Under FP7, UK had the most collaborations with South Africa. 

Switzerland and South Africa are also in a bilateral partnership, most notably through the Swiss-South Africa Joint 

Research Programme (SSAJRP). The joint research projects allow researchers in Switzerland to undertake joint 

projects with a partner in South Africa. Projects last four years and Switzerland contributes funding of up to CHF 

350,000 (£267,000) per project. Grants cover similar costs as national Swiss National Science Foundation projects 

(equipment, research funds, salaries). 

The SSAJRP also provides for the following instruments in fostering bilateral collaboration: 

 Joint research projects (JRPs); 

 Faculty exchange (FE); 

 Student exchange (SE); 

 Science to market (S2M).13 

There has been previous bilateral collaboration with Kenya, which is the second ranked country in Africa for research 

productivity, with strong growth in publications and a commitment to increase research and innovation funding. Kenya 

and South Africa signed an agreement for cooperation in science and technology August 2004. The two countries 

host joint calls to support researchers from public universities and public research institutes in an effort to enhance 

scientific and technological cooperation. In the context of the Newton Fund there was initial agreement with UK, and 

South Africa to involve Kenya in a tri-lateral agreement. A provisional £700,000 of matched funding from the UK was 

provided to support this collaboration. In 2016 however, the Newton-Utafi fund was launched with Kenya as a Newton 

Fund partner, but joint calls for trilateral grants between South Africa-Kenya are still provided in the context of Newton. 

South Africa also have in place joint bilateral funding programmes with several countries, including Sweden, India 

and Taiwan.  

                                                 
11 Italy-South Africa joint Research Programme (ISARP), Call for applications for joint research and mobility projects: 2018-2020, accessed 07-
07-2017 URL: http://www.esteri.it/mae/resource/garegemellaggi/2017/07/call_st_italy-south_africa.pdf  
12 Research Council of Norway, What is Sanocean? Updated 13-02-2018. URL: https://www.forskningsradet.no/prognett-
southafrica/Programme_description/1226994002831  
13 Swiss National Science Foundation, Swiss-South Africa Joint Research Programme, accessed 2018-02-02. URL:  
http://www.snf.ch/en/funding/programmes/bilateral-programmes/south-africa/Pages/default.aspx#Details  

http://www.esteri.it/mae/resource/garegemellaggi/2017/07/call_st_italy-south_africa.pdf
https://www.forskningsradet.no/prognett-southafrica/Programme_description/1226994002831
https://www.forskningsradet.no/prognett-southafrica/Programme_description/1226994002831
http://www.snf.ch/en/funding/programmes/bilateral-programmes/south-africa/Pages/default.aspx#Details
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3  Development in Africa with Radio Astronomy 

3.1 Summary 

Action title Development in Africa with Radio Astronomy (DARA) 

Short description A three-tiered training programme in radio astronomy for human capital 

development in several African countries in partnership with South 

Africa. DARA is delivered through a basic training programme for ten 

students per year per country, an advanced training via MSc and PhD 

bursaries at member universities in the UK and South Africa and an 

outreach programme. This action targets students in Botswana, Ghana, 

Kenya, Madagascar, Mauritius, Mozambique, Namibia, South Africa 

and Zambia.  

Objective(s) This action aims to develop high tech skills using radio astronomy in a 

number of African countries. Radio astronomy encompasses all of the 

science, technology, engineering and mathematics (STEM) skills that 

underpin the emergence of a strong economy. It aims to inspire and 

train young people to engage with these skills. The long-term goal is for 

DARA to create sustainable radio astronomy research groups in the 

AVN14 countries, able to run, maintain, develop and exploit their local 

dish, the African Very Long Baseline Interferometry Network (AVN) and 

eventually the Square Kilometer Array.  

Pillar  People 

Action value (total budget allocated in 

country, in GBP) 

An initial Science and Technology Facilities Council (STFC) grant was 

awarded for £834,886 for the period Oct 14 - Sep 19. A further grant of 
£202,436 was awarded for the period Apr 17 - Mar 19. A further grant 

was awarded of £2,750,000 that runs Apr 17 - Mar 21 for DARA and 

DARA 2 – DARA Big Data. In total over £5 million pounds in grants 

have been received for DARA activities. The South African counterpart 

matched funding by cash contributions at the level of £85k per year for 

the five year period. Negotiations are still ongoing about the match to 

the more recent £2.75M grant.  

Start / end date (Status: on-going or 

complete) 

2015-2021: on-going 

Delivery partner UK and overseas UK: University of Leeds (lead), University of Manchester, University of 

Oxford, University of Hertfordshire, University of Central Lancashire, 

University of Bristol, GES Ltd. (Goonhilly Earth Station),  

South Africa: SKA-SA, University of Cape Town, HARTRAO (now part 

of South African Radio Astronomy Observatory - SARAO), Rhodes 

University, North West University, Office of Astronomy for 

Development, University of Western Cape, University of South Africa, 

SANSA (South African National Space Agency) 

AVN partner institutions: University of Mauritius, University of 

Zambia, Technical University of Kenya, University of Namibia, 

International University of Science &Technology (Botswana), Ghana 

Space Science and Technology Institute, Université des Mascareignes 

(Mauritius), Institut et Observatoire de Géophysique   d'Antananarivo 

                                                 
14 As part of the lead-up to SKA, over the next decade is the African Very Long Baseline Interferometry (VLBI) Network (AVN). Very Long 
Baseline Interferometry (VLBI) is a technique that uses aperture synthesis based on widely spaced radio telescopes to mimic a much larger 
instrument. The development of the African VLBI Network (AVN), a linked array of radio telescopes intended to spread across the continent, is 
supported by SKA-Africa. 
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(Madagascar), Department of Physics, Universidade Eduardo 

Mondlane (Mozambique) 

Award holders / grantee  Lead Research Organisation: University of Leeds 

3.2 Description of the action 

Brief description of action  

The action aims to implement a human capital development programme in radio astronomy in Southern Africa that 

will help improve human capacity as well as drive economic growth through up-skilling.  

At the time of the proposal, South Africa had recently won (in 2011) the bid to host the €650M Square Kilometre 

Array 2 (SKA) – which will be one of the largest astronomical telescopes in the world. As part of this, South Africa 

will host core parts of the infrastructure and act as the African headquarters. The SKA will eventually consist of a 

network of several thousand radio telescopes that will cover eight partner countries in Southern Africa.15  

There is however very little astronomy activity in these partner countries at present so the DARA programme will help 

to develop some of the human capital and high-tech skills needed for the future. This is delivered through a basic 

training programme for ten students per year per country as well as advanced training via MSc and PhD bursaries in 

the UK and SA. The DARA programme has increased in scope rapidly, and has expanded to include all eight SKA 

partner countries and now has an extended funding period.  

 
Pathway to Impact  
 

This action fits in well with the Newton Fund’s Theory of Change for People pillar projects, as shown in the action’s 

Theory of Change, which is presented in Annex 1, Figure 2. 

As a People Pillar project this action will achieve direct human capacity building through up-skilling in radio 

astronomy and some aspects of ICT and engineering. Scholarships and mobility grants will build partnerships 

across Africa and with the UK.  

The basic training participants undergo involves four two-week courses in astrophysics, technical aspects of radio 

telescopes, observational training, data reduction and programming. The practical training is provided by the South 

African team during a month-long visit to the Hartebeesthoek Radio Astronomy Observatory (now part of SARAO).   

Activities include: 

 Annual basic training for trainees who have a first degree in relevant subject such as Physics, Mathematics, 

Engineering or Computing.  

 Advanced training for participants who are already in a position to qualify for a Masters or PhD in 

astrophysics. These are open to nationals from all eight AVN partner countries. 

 Annual network meeting, where DARA participants meet industry and outreach experts as well as network 

with past and current trainees. These meetings also include research talks from the Masters and PhD 

students to improve their communication skills and showcase their work.   

 Outreach training provided by members of staff from the Office of Astronomy for Development (International 

Astronomical Union) in Cape Town. This involves practical training in science communication to allow 

returning trainees to inspire interest and excitement for radio astronomy in their original schools and 

communities.  

 Commercial awareness training: a series of lectures and practical workshops cover areas such as business 

basics, entrepreneurship, satellite communication businesses, space science opportunities and business 

development networking. In addition, Newton also part funds the Big Data Summer School (the first of which 

took place in 2017 and the next of which is scheduled for September 2018).  

                                                 
15 The African partner countries include: Botswana, Ghana, Kenya, Madagascar, Mauritius, Mozambique, Namibia and Zambia. 
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In terms of outputs, DARA aims to provide basic training for 240 young people across Africa and an advanced 

training to 13 students. The DARA project is successfully recruiting and training students for the basic training 

programme from the AVN countries. The call for advanced training places (MSc and PhDs) was oversubscribed by 

a factor of six and high-quality students were awarded positions at the UK member universities.  

As for expected outcomes and impact, the training had the objective to improve the human capital capacity of 

AVN countries. This will allow recruitment of significant numbers from the talent pool that will have completed this 

training programme in anticipation of the AVN and SKA. In time, the hope is that these students will become 

integrated into the wider SKA effort as leaders and representatives of the partner countries of SKA and become 

part of a wider cohort of astronomers networked across AVN countries. 

 

The project was not set up simply to increase the pool of academics in radio astronomy. As an ancillary benefit the 

upskilling will result in a large group of young motivated professionals with transferable skills that can boost 

economic growth and innovation in their respective nations. As in any country, not all who finish the training 

programmes will go on to become radio astronomy academics in their home countries. Many will most likely go into 

industry and taking their skills and problem-solving skills with them. These could be in diverse fields such as 

telecommunications, space science, geodetic applications such as land management, climate change, computing 

and big data challenges.  

3.3 Answers to the evaluation questions 

3.3.1 Relevance 

Activity targeting and ODA relevance 

Strengthening human capital development in anticipation of the SKA and AVN network is a major research and 

innovation priority in South Africa and forms a core component of the Newton Fund country strategy for South 

Africa. The current South African government is placing emphasis on the knowledge-based economy and sees it 

as a primary driver for economic growth. In Cyril Ramaposas opening address as newly sworn in president of 

South Africa he promised to capitalise on “rapid technology change” and that as a result South Africa needs to 

improve “capabilities in the areas of science, technology and innovation”.16 By building national capacity in the form 

of technical skills and expertise to operate the infrastructure needed for SKA and AVN, DARA is an important link in 

this longer-term strategy17.  

The concept of 'astronomy for development', coined by the International Astronomical Union (IAP) is seen by the 

leadership of South Africa as catalyst for scientific development, technological innovation, the utilisation of human 

resources and the expansion of the scientific infrastructure. Naledi Pandor, the former Minister of Science and 

Technology, was a strong champion of this concept, for South Africa but also for the wider African continent. Since 

taking office in 2009, the minister focused on developing the study of astronomy. She also saw the role of South 

Africa in helping other African countries with scientific development. DARA, which targets neighbouring AVN 

countries, has a strong focus on human capital development and radio astronomy and ticks many of the boxes in 

this South-South development strategy.  

There is also a widespread political recognition of the value of STI: in many of the AVN countries STI is included as 

a core priority in their long-term national and subnational development plans.18 

A main driver for the original bid for SKA was the idea that South Africa cannot afford not to take part in the global 

knowledge economy. That it is, in the words of one interviewee, “not enough … [to] focus on survival strategies” but 

that skills in big data, technology and cutting-edge science are a necessity to grow the economy. In this sense, the 

support by the Newton Fund of a highly trained cohort of young scientists and inspiring the take-up of STEM 

subjects in developing country can be considered a new way to meet ODA goals.  

                                                 
16 President Cyril Ramaphosa: 2018 State of the Nation Address, 16 Feb, 2018 Url: https://www.gov.za/speeches/president-cyril-ramaphosa-
2018-state-nation-address-16-feb-2018-0000  
17 DARA is long-term strategic, the second phase of SKA that involves expanding the network of radio antennas into the eight AVN countries is 
not planned to be finished until 2030. 
18 UNESCO Science Report: towards 2030, United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization, 2015 

https://www.gov.za/speeches/president-cyril-ramaphosa-2018-state-nation-address-16-feb-2018-0000
https://www.gov.za/speeches/president-cyril-ramaphosa-2018-state-nation-address-16-feb-2018-0000
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South Africa’s science and innovation agenda also includes a focus on early career researchers and growing the 

pool of younger researchers with a specific focus on established disciplines. Here DARA aligns closely to the 

strategy and contributes to the pipeline of STEM graduates and researchers.  

Additionality of Newton Fund activities 

There is evidence that the project would not have happened at the scale or speed without the Newton Fund. 

The model of DARA came from a radio astronomy project in Ghana through a Royal Society grant. But through the 

Newton Fund it was rolled out to four more AVN countries: Kenya, Zambia, Namibia and Botswana. With 

subsequent Newton funding, DARA is now taking place in all AVN countries and has expanded beyond Africa.19 

The large Newton contribution for DARA (almost £4 million) and the speed that funding can be secured has greatly 

increased the reach and scale of the project as well as the impact and political profile. National funding is in theory 

also available but requires more time and administration, with multi-year funding often difficult to secure.  

From a practical perspective: interviewed DARA team members, suggested that if they had relied on EU funding 

they would ‘still be writing applications’. Newton grants are seen as lot more flexible and less burdensome to 

administer than other (EU) funding streams.  

3.3.2 Effectiveness 

Capacity-building for individuals  

Despite the many challenges in Sub-Saharan Africa such as poor infrastructure development, lack of early childhood 

education, little scientific output and absence of investment in STI, it is clear from talking to the DARA team that the 

appetite for learning about radio astronomy is significant. Applications for places on both the advanced and basic 

training programmes have been significantly over-subscribed and there is great interest from local universities to 

start-up astrophysics provision in their curricula.  

In AVN partner countries, astronomy is a little-known field of science, with few post-graduate degrees in astronomy 

available. Interviewees noted that awareness of radio astronomy as a potential career option or even subject, is low 

even among high-school teachers. This gap in knowledge and study is being effectively bridged by the DARA 

project. Trainees participating in DARA are equipped with the fundamentals of radio astronomy, in practical and 

technical aspects as well as data collection methodology. Access to the level of practical experience, facilities and 

leading radio astronomy scientists DARA provides is not available in the AVN partner countries. As such, DARA 

provides a unique opportunity for the trainees to build their capacity in both technical and theoretical aspects of 

radio astronomy.  

The four UK universities involved in DARA, Leeds, Hertfordshire, Manchester and Oxford all represent centres of 

excellence in the field of radio astronomy. Not only does access to the expertise these institutions bring to the 

table help to build research capacity among DARA participants, it also helps with creating international research 

community links across the countries participating in this programme. Interviewees explain how this gave students 

an opportunity to identify mentors not only in Africa but beyond and that it opened networks that were previously 

not available. Interviewees all agreed that the combination of a stimulating and demanding training environment 

inspired and empowered trainees.   

Co-supervision of students who remain in partner countries also allowed for institutional links between South 

African universities. This collaboration meant that not only was there upskilling of DARA participants but through 

the interaction with local supervisors in partner countries, there was knowledge transfer. This interaction also 

extended to include installation of technical equipment related to radio astronomy which further increased access to 

research infrastructure.   

The skills acquired through the DARA programme are also widely applicable in other fields. The close relationship 

that radio astronomy has with technology and reliance on core STEM skills such as computing (big data), math, 

physics and engineering are transferable to industry and many aspects of the developing economy. 

                                                 
19 Follow-on projects are taking place in Colombia, Mexico and Thailand. DARA in South Africa has been further extended to include an 
advanced training programme in Big Data, designed to capture the data intensive side of radio astronomy as well as Newton funded UK-Africa 
Data Science Network.    
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In many cases a first generation of astronomers are participating in the DARA training programme. All interviewees 

emphasised the commitment and engagement of the students (students would sacrifice a lot to attend the trainings 

in South Africa, taking leave of absence from work and leaving family at home).  

For the team involved in the training it has also provided an avenue to build knowledge and expertise in related 

radio astronomy areas that, previously they had little exposure to.  

Capacity-building for institutions  

DARA has also had the benefit of closer relationship between HartRAO and the co-located South African National 

Space Agency (SANSA) offices. Thanks to the inclusion of SANSA in the training it has increased the awareness of 

each organisations activities, prevented duplication of work and created a forum for dialogue and opportunities for 

collaboration. As an example, SANSA was looking for a site to host a telescope and discovered that HartRAO already 

had a site up and running that fit the specifications. As a result, HartRAO and SANSA are now co-located on the 

same site, sharing infrastructure and pooling resources.   

The hosting of training at the HartRAO facility meant that researchers as well as technicians would be involved. This 

was reported to have led to silo-breaking on an institutional level. Previously many research teams and technicians 

at the facility, although co-located, would have limited interaction with each other. During lead-up and development 

of the training however, researchers and technicians worked as an integrated multi-disciplinary team. This led to a 

wider understanding of the respective technical areas and research fields as well as generating new cross-team 

projects. Since there were several practical elements to the training, this also led to skills transfer and upskilling 

among technicians and researchers.  

DARA also allowed for upgrades of the existing training facilities and technical infrastructure at HartRAO. This 

resulted in for instance the installation of new computers, as well as buying new training equipment and other 

technical equipment. In AVN countries, investment in computer labs has helped with much needed research 

infrastructure.  

DARA is however almost a victim of its own success, and capacity to host and train students on the South African 

side is constrained. In 2018, there were plans to expand the training, to include another cohort of 20 visiting students. 

Interviewees raised concerns about the local capacity at HartRAO to train the volume of students. Not only in terms 

of the training involved and supervisors needed, but students also stay at the HartRAO facility for the four-week 

training which requires staff to be present overnight.   

Capacity-building of UK researchers and institutions  

The engagement was described very positively by UK researchers involved. Visibility among researchers taking 

part have improved with the international exposure offered through DARA. On a personal level, the DARA project 

PI has become involved as co-investigator in several of the follow-on projects, increasing his academic profile. The 

Newton Fund also supports the larger UK university drive for increased internationalisation and DARA provides a 

good case study for the Research Excellence Framework (REF), which asks universities to demonstrate the impact 

of research beyond academia.20 The Newton Fund also lends credibility to both researchers and institutions on 

both sides, in that they can manage such a large and demanding fund. 

The DARA training program brings together a number of academics and has resulted in a professional scientific 

network being established. Although not a formalised network, under the auspices of DARA the team involved 

consists of around 25 academics on both the UK and South African side who all play a role in the programme. 

DARA provides a platform for regular interaction and exchange, which has resulted in new collaborations between 

UK and South Africa into related research areas such as microwave frequency. Interviewees noted that 

participation in DARA resulted in breaking institutional silos, by involving supervisors and teachers under the 

framework of DARA which resulted in more integrated approaches by allowing for in-depth discussions and 

exchanges of ideas across institutions.  

                                                 
20 Many researchers and universities are looking for ways to demonstrate how they engage with business, the public sector, civil society 
organisations and communities. The so called impact cases can boost universities’ basic research funding allocation and increase their 
reputation and attractiveness for researches and students.  
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In the long-term, having a close relationship with South Africa will benefit UK researchers’ access and use of the 

future SKA facilities, the world’s largest radio astronomy instrument. By developing close relationships with the key 

players through DARA and the already extensive involvement of UK institutions in the build-up to SKA; UK is well 

positioned to take advantage of the scientific potential SKA will bring.  

New international partnerships  

The close association with key players in SKA and the political backing of South Africa has meant that DARA has 

been successful in developing new relationships with universities and ministries across AVN countries as well as 

globally. DARA opened the door for even closer cooperation with South Africa, but also other AVN countries’ 

research and funding agencies. This has also allowed DARA to rapidly expand its activities across countries (now 

numbering twelve) and has given UK institutions the opportunity to develop follow-on partnerships. A total of seven 

grant funded projects (six with Newton funding) are now linked to the activities of DARA (see Figure 1 below).   

Industrial partners involved have also benefitted from new networks acquired through DARA. Goonhilly Earth 

Station based in UK is currently partnering in follow-on projects which brings potential commercial opportunities 

and possibilities for new collaboration in the radio astronomy sector. These include the project Advanced 

Technologies for Radio Telescopes in Mexico and the UK led by Oxford University and Development through 

Radio Astronomy Global Network led by University of Leeds.  

The radio astronomy community is very much a global network, with researchers in different countries often relying 

on each other for data in their research. DARA has managed to leverage this network and the genuine interest to 

develop new collaborations.  

Figure 1: Illustration of what follow-on activities resulted from DARA   

 

 

3.3.3 Impact 

Potential impact on poverty reduction and economic development 

It is too early to assess to what extent the envisioned impacts of DARA have been realised. Human capital 

development is seen by DARA interviewees as a key to unlocking downstream economic benefits in South Africa 

and AVN countries. The indications so far are that DARA has played a key role in providing training capacity, 
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infrastructure and additional supervisors of students which, which if the intervention logic holds true, the impacts 

are likely to be achieved. Developing a critical mass of astrophysics groups around the telescopes in the AVN 

partner countries is a long-term strategy. But through DARA the emerging academic astronomy community in the 

AVN countries will in theory have a talent pool to draw upon. More importantly, there are also large and exciting 

projects (AVN and SKA) that can help retain the talent in-country and avoid brain-drain.  

However, the assumption that students would return to their home countries after finishing is still not proven. If the 

pull-factors such as large-scale projects and interesting job opportunities are not there, many students might seek 

opportunities elsewhere. This is not say wider Newton Fund goals of contributing to economic development would 

not be realised. DARA participants who opt not to return to their home countries would most likely increase the pool 

of qualified individuals available to stronger economies such as South Africa. Although this would not accomplish 

the longer-term goals of DARA to provide the necessary human capacity to support the future SKA and AVN 

network, it will still contribute to wider economic welfare.  

Linked to the above, the downstream economic impacts of DARA are difficult to assess. DARA has however 

strategically tried to foster entrepreneurship and commercial awareness among its participants. The industrial 

partners Goonhilly Earth Station and the South African National Space Agency are involved to make participants 

aware of how the skills gained from the DARA project can be applied to related industrial sectors such as space 

science, telecommunications and big data analytics.  

The hosting of major international scientific facilities such as the AVN and SKA on the African continent has also 

raised the profile of astronomy and scientific aspirations in many of the participating countries. Many interviewees 

mentioned the fact that these represent the first large African science project and could signal the shift of the 

emergence of Africa as a scientific ‘powerhouse’. South Africa might not have the human capital, innovation 

systems or research infrastructure compared to other more developed economies but what they do have is a young 

population. If correctly harnessed, this ‘demographic dividend’ could be put into new emerging fields quickly to take 

advantage of global skills gap in for instance big data. DARA and by extension the AVN and SKA provide a vehicle 

to invest in these sought-after data skills. 

Change in perceptions of the UK  

Access to policy makers through the close relationship DARA maintains with key players in the flagship SKA project 

has proven very successful. SKA has been dubbed the ‘first big African science project’ which has raised the 

aspirations but also the political rhetoric around astronomy. DARA has helped support the UK to position science 

and innovation as a central part of the bilateral relationship with South Africa. Former minister Naledi Pandor was a 

strong supporter of the UK’s successful bid to host the SKA global headquarters in the UK.  

More generally, the Newton Fund is seen by South African government stakeholders as a game changer in terms of 

the bi-lateral science relationship. The DARA project is often used as an example to showcase the success of the 

UK-SA partnerships approach and often referred to as a joint success story by both countries. Not the least the 

relatively wide media coverage has shown that the project has traction outside the narrower field of radio astronomy. 

For instance, media events with former Minister Pandor and the High Commissioner were held to promote the 

success and launch of second phase of the ‘Development in Africa through Radio Astronomy’ Programme, phase 2. 

South Africa has also repeatedly used public channels to highlight Newton Fund activities and participants, which 

emphasises the UK-SA bilateral relationship.  

3.3.4 Complementarity and coordination 

Catalytic and leadership effects 

The DARA model is now moving beyond Africa and scaling up its activities. The DARA project is catalytic and 

has proven how politically salient the idea of astronomy for development is among academic institutions, 

governments and funders. For an illustration of this please refer to Figure 1 above.  

In 2016 STFC and the National Astronomical Research Institute of Thailand (NARIT) ran a scoping workshop for UK 

and Thai astronomy researchers, resulting in a memorandum of understanding concerning future collaboration. 

Thailand is now investing in establishing infrastructure that will form part of a pan-Asian Very-Long-Baseline 

Interferometry (VLBI) network and capacity in astronomy to support high-tech industries. In Mexico, two projects are 
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taking place including a conversion of an ex-telecom satellite communications antenna to a radio telescope. The two 

projects have so far received more than £1,000,000 of Newton funding and UK researchers will provide training and 

assistance to the Mexican research community in converting antenna systems, and designing and building necessary 

infrastructure and establishing a national facility. A further Newton project involving Big Data in Colombia will create 

a joint data science network to improve research and training in big data sciences. The Newton Fund also supports 

a Big Data Summer School to increase involvement in these essential skills in Cape Town.  

Finally, on the back of the separately funded Newton projects in Africa, Latin America and South-East Asia a global 

network for development through radio astronomy has received a Global Challenges Research Fund (GCRF) grant. 

This collaboration will form a global network of expertise in the mobilisation of radio astronomy for economic 

development. The network will establish and build 'south-south' connections that will help the sharing of experiences 

and lessons learned in how to translate the high-tech skills of radio astronomy into local job creation and 

entrepreneurship.  

The success shows that the concept of development for astronomy and the DARA project, has managed to 

capture the imagination of policy makers and funders, and created a pipeline of interest in Africa and beyond. 

Within the global radio astronomy community, interest has also been sparked. Researchers have on their own 

account taken to contact HartRAO and the DARA team to see how they can be of help. This interest from leading 

institutions such as NASA’s Jet Propulsion Lab and Max Planck Institute, demonstrate that there is space to 

leverage further relationships through DARA.   

DARA blends several ingredients, such as the development of a broad technical base to build and operate 

telescopes (which require maintenance, engineering, ground services etc.) with the expertise to make use of the 

facilities such as data analytics, programming and astrophysics. Add to this, potential downstream economic 

benefits such as high-tech start-ups and commercial spill-over effects to other sectors this provides an attractive 

offer.  

Leadership 

A contributing factor to DARA’s success in engaging with AVN countries is the South African high-level political 

support that opened doors for the DARA project. Having strong political support has facilitated the implementation 

and put astronomy on the development agenda among AVN countries. There are still challenges: very few African 

universities offer postgraduate degrees in astronomy and those that do are based in South Africa, or University of 

Mauritius and University of Nairobi. Creating a core group of astronomers who will be able to build capacity in their 

own countries and exploit future local radio astronomy facilities planned for the African continent will need multiple 

elements in place.  

It is however clear that there is a genuine interest among participating countries and students. In some cases, 

applications to the basic and advanced trainings are regularly significantly over-subscribed. There has also been 

some success in convincing local universities to include astrophysics and related science subjects in their 

syllabuses. A promising first step to creating a sustainable academic ecosystem, with students returning from 

advanced training in the UK able to teach the subsequent generations. 

DARA also incorporates an outreach programme which is delivered by a team of basic trainees. It aims to bring the 

excitement of astronomy and space science to young people as well as inspire interest in STEM subjects. From the 

start of DARA, it has been clear the value astronomy has as a ‘gateway science’ to interest young people to study 

math and science. It is here that big projects like SKA can have an impact by capturing the popular imagination. This 

is a good step on the way to self-sustainability for the project with those returning from advanced training in the UK 

able to teach the subsequent generations. 

The long-term sustainability of building human capacity in AVN partner countries is a cause for concern. Among the 

steering group and project members there is widespread awareness of this issue, especially in terms of countering 

brain drain from AVN countries. One interviewee described it as a ‘double-edged sword’; on the one hand they 

want to encourage students to get a strong education and international experience, but on the other hand the hope 

is that students will return home and build a national research community. If the opportunities in the home countries 

are not present this will be difficult. The existence of large scale flagship projects and the technological 
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infrastructure are necessary to retain talent.  DARA has helped in this process with the installation of high-

performance computer clusters in AVN countries to allow scientists to work remotely.  

The results on retaining human capital so far have been mixed in AVN countries. Early experiences from 

Ghana from training the technical staff supposed to operate and maintain the radio telescope resulted in most of 

the trainees getting PhD placements. This is also an issue for South Africa, SKA mentioned how they lost most of 

their research team of data science processing experts when Amazon established itself in-country. These 

experiences demonstrate some of the difficulties involved when transferring ownership of high-tech infrastructure 

and human capital development interventions, especially when the skills base and technical skills are rare to start 

with.  

In the wider African context of lack of investment in STEM education, losing high-skilled and educated 

professionals to other (often better paying) sectors and international markets will continue to be a difficulty for 

academia and the operation of science facilities. Finding technically proficient professionals is difficult in many Sub-

Saharan countries.  

3.4 Conclusions 

 The evidence so far suggests DARA has been very successful in terms of the human capital development 

outcomes, institutional linking and upskilling. The action also has managed to scale up and leverage 

funding.   

 In terms of soft power, DARA is referred to as a success story and often showcased as a successful example 

of Newton partnership that is delivering on national priorities. This has resulted in access to policy makers 

through the close relationship DARA maintains with key players in the flagship SKA project. Through this 

good will, DARA has helped to support UK to position science and innovation as a central part of the bilateral 

relationship with South Africa 

 The flexible nature of the Newton Fund allowed for rapid and significant scaling-up of activities across 

Southern Africa (AVN-countries) as well as globally. Not only does the evidence suggest that DARA is 

making a difference in terms of capacity building and upskilling of several cohorts of young Africans. These 

benefits are distributed across several countries not part of the Newton Fund, with students coming from 

countries such as Botswana, Ghana, Madagascar and Mauritius.  

 In terms of strategic fit, DARA links into several key South African priorities by supporting the long-term 

human competency building of the future SKA and AVN network as well as improving the multilateral 

aspects of  

 Almost a victim of its own success, DARA is facing limitations in the institutional capacity of the hosting 

institutions in South Africa. Lack of supervisors and the resource intense hosting of students, there are 

concerns about increasing the volume of students that participate.   

 The success shows that the concept of development for astronomy and the DARA project, has managed to 

capture the imagination of policy makers and funders, and created a pipeline of interest in Africa and 

beyond. On the back of DARA there are now several Newton and Global Challenges Research Fund 

(GCRF) funded projects taking place in Africa, South America and South-East Asia. 

The fact remains that in many of the AVN countries there is a need, not only, for academics but all the associated 

technological infrastructure, the skills involved to build and maintain a radio telescope, and the funding to keep it 

operational. DARA is addressing several of these issues but it cannot mitigate for all of them. 
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4 The SASIE network  

4.1 Summary 

Action title The SASIE Network - The South African PhD Partnering Network for 
Inclusive Growth through Social Innovation and Entrepreneurship 

Short description Ten South African PhD students (SASIE fellows) are drawn from 
across five South African universities and a further ten SASIE fellows 
from the University of Essex. Activities include a seven-week summer 
school, workshops, public lectures as well as other capacity building 
activities.  

Objective(s) SASIE aims to increase the capacity, networks and knowledge of 
general research approaches among a cohort of PhD students as well 
expose them to an international research context. Early career PhDs, 
researchers and faculty in both South Africa and UK are the primary 
group that will benefit from SASIE.   

Pillar People  

Action value  £152,000 funding provided by Economic and Social Research 
Council. 900,000 Rand (£51,000) provided by National Research 
Foundation (South Africa) 

Start / end date  2015-2018 

Delivery partners UK and overseas UK: Economic and Social Research Council 

South Africa: National Research Foundation  

Award holders / grantee  Lead research institution: University of Essex (UK) with its Doctoral 
Training Centre in Social Sciences and University of Wits (SA) 

Partner insitutions: University of Pretoria and Nelson Mandela 
Metropolitan University and others. 

4.2 Description of the action 

Brief description of action  

Social entrepreneurship and social innovation are increasingly encouraged by South African policy makers, non-

governmental organisations, businesses and public-sector bodies. A corresponding increase in interest can be seen 

in academia, with more research activities taking place. In South Africa many early stage researchers in these fields 

are however often isolated in the global research environment. SASIE aims to increase the capacity, networks and 

knowledge of general research approaches among a cohort of PhD students as well expose them to an international 

research context. Early career researchers and faculty in both South Africa and UK are the primary group that will 

benefit from SASIE.   

 
Pathway to Impact  
 

This action fits in well with the Newton Fund’s Theory of Change for People pillar projects, as shown in the action’s 

Theory of Change, which is presented in Annex 1, Figure 3 

The main inputs of this action were exchanges between South Africa and the UK involving SASIE fellows and 

supervisors. In the UK, SASIE fellows attended the Essex summer school which consists of 14 different modules 

for a duration (depending on the fellow) of 5-9 weeks as well as an additional qualitative methods course. South 

African SASIE fellows attend the Essex summer school twice, spending between 12-16 weeks attending courses, 

workshops, and seminars as well as developing their thesis. UK SASIE fellows also travel to South Africa to 

experience the research context and work with researchers during a 3-5 month placement. To support the 
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development of research capacity generally in South Africa access to the PhD colloquiums and advanced research 

training methods workshops were also open to those faculty and students outside the SASIE network.  

It was foreseen that outputs of the collaboration would result in upskilling of PhD students and researchers, 

increased educational mobility and sustainable networks among students and supervisors in both the UK and 

South Africa.  

In terms of resulting outcomes, it was thought that this action would lead an internationalisation of academic 

institutions with stronger links to the global research environment and the production of collaborative outputs. In 

addition, the action is foreseen to lead to long-term sustainable research collaborations addressing issues of global 

concern. Academic outputs include several conference presentations and one publication, though this is likely to 

rise as the SASIE fellows progress in their research.21 Indeed, project documentation shows that several 

conference and academic papers have been submitted for consideration. Further notable outcomes include the 

presence of a SASIE fellow in the research project "Exploring nature and extent of Frugal Innovations in Uganda", 

a British Academy of Management funded collaboration (£30,000) with Leicester University, and under direction of 

Professor Katy Mason Vice Chair of Management Knowledge and Education, British Academy of Management 

Executive Committee.  

In terms of impact, it is unclear how this project will directly result in economic development and social welfare 

increases in South Africa. The impact will remain more at the SASIE fellow (researcher) and on the institutional 

capacity level. It is in the application of the research, not the research production alone where wider societal 

impacts can be foreseen. The research can inspire but also offer insights to successful implementation benefitting 

actors such as social entrepreneurs, NGOs and businesses in South Africa.  

4.3 Answers to the evaluation questions 

4.3.1 Relevance 

Activity targeting and ODA relevance 

The subject area of the research is well aligned with ODA priorities. The thematic focus of SASIE on social 

innovation, entrepreneurship and enterprise based inclusive growth initiatives aim to address complex development 

issues.   

Additionality   

There is evidence that the SASIE network would not have happened without Newton funding. Funding constraints 

in South Africa makes funding an ambitious PhD partnering scheme such as SASIE difficult. Indeed, interviewees 

noted that there are often few resources available for capacity building and training of enrolled SASIE fellows. This 

is further exacerbated by shortage of relevant doctoral supervision. Lack of supervisors is particularly acute in the 

area of social entrepreneurship, social innovation and wider topics linked to inclusive growth, given it is a relatively 

young academic research area in South Africa. UK in comparison, has a stronger established research 

environment in the thematic area and the University of Essex has strong methodological expertise.  

The idea of SASIE itself emerged from a Newton funded workshop on inclusive growth in Cape Town in 2015.22 

Newton funding played a crucial role in establishing the relationship between UK and South African researchers as 

well as providing the opportunity to exchange ideas. It provided the opportunity to develop a network in a generally 

underfunded and novel research area, as well as to conduct training and capacity building activities both in the UK 

and South Africa.  

  

                                                 
21 No collated list of academic output was available but from the project documentation four conference presentation has been held at the 
International Conference on Management, Leadership and Governance (South Africa) and British Academy of Management Conference. The 
publication referred to is: Mulira, F., & Ndaba, Z. (2016). Gender and disability: an intersectionality perspective of microenterprise learning 
among women with disabilities in Uganda. AfricaGrowth Agenda, 2016(Oct/Dec   2016), 14-17 
22 Newton/British Council Researcher Links workshop: Development through Enterprise - Inclusive and sustainable futures through 
entrepreneurial initiatives and cross-sector partnerships. (£47,200) 
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4.3.2 Effectiveness 

Capacity-building for individuals  

The capacity building aspects were seen as international best practice and the project activities were perceived 

very positively by both UK and South African SASIE fellows. In the words of one South African fellow, SASIE had a 

‘transformative impact’ on his academic career. 

SASIE has the goal of empowering fellows and building the necessary research capacity needed for early career 

researchers. The summer school provided development opportunities to the SASIE fellows: over seven weeks 

participants are taught by leading academics in their fields which gives a solid foundation in social research skills. 

The summer school offers a very different learning situation from the more isolated day-to-day life of PhD students 

in South Africa. Fellows also had exposure to the wider research community through conference bursaries, which 

allowed South African fellows to attend conferences (their first in many cases), and to present research to an 

international academic audience and interact with academic peers. On balance, the SASIE project offers a unique 

opportunity for participants to develop the research capacity and skills needed to operate in a global research 

environment.  

In South Africa, where only one in two PhD students complete their PhD and almost 70 % are part-time, access to 

a research capacity building training is especially valuable.23 Participating fellows were very positive about their 

experience as many of the skills and practical trainings offered through SASIE are not readily available to South 

African students.  

The UK PI also mentioned that the involvement had resulted in a subtler effect on South African fellows, increasing 

their confidence and “feeling like someone is invested in them”. Apart from the research capacity building, fellows 

also acted as a ‘support network’ for each other, helping on both a professional and personal level.  

Building a larger cohort of students is also instrumental for reaching a broader audience for the universities. These 

networks grow organically but through the more structured form of the SASIE network, the scope of collaboration 

has increased.   

South African supervisors, through mobility visits, also had the opportunity to experience the UK research 

environment that helped in terms of professional development and exposure. The South African supervisor visits 

were not only used to assist SASIE fellows with their PhD’s but also to discuss future research collaborations, 

participate in workshops and visit fellow academics.  

Capacity-building for institutions  

As the SASIE network was mainly concerned with the capacity building of individuals, mainly early stage 

researchers from South Africa and the UK, little evidence on any wider institutional capacity was available. On a 

more general level, many attendees of the workshops held across partner universities included non-SASIE faculty 

members and PhD students. This secondary audience was reached by the workshops and presentation 

programme in subjects such as grant writing and how to publish articles. Referred to as an ‘academic roadshow’, 

these capacity building workshops visited some of the historically disadvantaged universities in South Africa. Turn-

out to these events was relatively large, in 2016 around 40 attendees came from outside the core fellow group.24  

Capacity-building of UK researchers and institutions  

SASIE was also described very positively by the UK PI. In terms of career progression, a recent research chair was 

attributed to the success of SASIE. In addition, the UK PI explained how the perception of funding such as Newton 

is changing in academia, by providing funding for actions that are linked to development impacts.  

There was less evidence of the extent to which SASIE fellows from the UK had developed their capacity as 

researchers. Partly this was due to fewer activities targeting UK SASIE fellows. The main benefit appears to be the 

opportunity for extended fieldwork placement in South Africa as well as establishing researcher networks. 

                                                 
23 Cloete et al., Doctoral Education in South Africa: Policy, Discourse and Data, 2015, African Minds.  
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Statements from UK fellows suggest that visits contributed to establishing contacts with South African academics 

as well as providing a valuable opportunity for data collection.   

Institutional co-operation 

Some barriers to cooperation remain between South Africa and the UK. Though mainly administrative, both UK and 

South African bureaucracy created some difficulties. Some South African fellows had difficulties getting visas in 

time (or at all) to attend the summer school placements and conferences in the UK. In addition, new South African 

government requirements mean all international UK research students must have their fieldwork in South Africa 

approved by a host university. This means in addition to the UK ethical approval processes from home universities, 

UK fellows also need to gain ethical approval from the host University before any research activity can be 

undertaken.  

Recruiting enough UK students to fill placements was also a challenge which was attributed to factors such as a 

niche topic area, timing not right, fears about safety in South Africa and a small pool of eligible students. This was 

later solved by wider circulation of the placements.  

Broader financial administration issues were also challenging. For instance, dealing with the South African public 

purchasing system was slow and complex, often resulting in the UK PI having to pay up-front for expenses and 

later invoice the South African PI. Fluctuations in the UK and South African currencies also lead to budgeting 

difficulties. 

New international partnerships  

There is evidence of the Newton Fund’s impact on establishing linkages between researchers and institutions. For 

instance, one of the South African SASIE fellows won a Newton International Fellowship placement at Essex which 

is starting in March 2018. Emerging collaborations between scholars are also appearing, several South African 

students noted joint papers with UK academics, and more collaborations are expected to emerge in the final year 

of the programme.25 Horizontal collaborations between SASIE fellows were also mentioned, with a couple of 

fellows exploring business opportunities together.   

The summer school programme allowed South African fellows to live on campus together with other UK fellows. 

This was valuable for building relationships, providing opportunities to share research ideas and build personal and 

professional networks. The exposure to the research environment also allowed fellows to explore ideas and 

collaborations post-PhD. The extent of new partnerships from the supervisor visits to both the UK and South Africa 

is not clear. Mostly these partnerships were pre-existing and not a direct result of the SASIE network. 

A number of grant proposals for the Global Challenges Research Fund linked to the SASIE programme were also 

submitted.26 The UK PI was recently awarded a Newton Advanced Fellowship with Dr Silvia Pinheiro from Brazil.27 

As the Advanced Fellowship is on a related subject to the SASIE network, some cross-pollination occurred across 

the actions. For instance, the Brazilian Fellow attended capacity building activities in South Africa and interacted 

with SASIE fellows.  

4.3.3 Impact 

Potential impact on poverty reduction and economic development 

As this is a People pillar action, mainly focusing on research capacity building, any impacts on poverty and 

economic development will only occur further downstream. In the long-term, the collaboration and networks may 

generate strong relationships and lead to new knowledge in the field of social innovation and entrepreneurship. 

                                                 
25 From project documentation at least four conference presentation have been held at the International Conference on Management, 
Leadership and Governance (South Africa) and British Academy of Management Conference (UK). The publication referred to is: Mulira, F., & 
Ndaba, Z. (2016). Gender and disability: an intersectionality perspective of microenterprise learning among women with disabilities in Uganda. 
Africa Growth Agenda, 2016(Oct/Dec   2016), 14-17 
26 The GCRF proposal (although unsuccessful) was for an inclusive growth centres and included University of Essex, University of York, 
University of Sheffield and University of Newcastle, the grant amount of £4.75 million. Although unsuccessful, the proposal was short-listed and 
the team was interviewed.  
27The Advanced Fellow was on: Inclusion and formalization of Amazonian informal entrepreneurs into MNC value chains - mechanisms, 
partnerships and impacts 
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Many fellows come from a background in enterprise development28, and knowledge-transfer to this sector through 

the work of SASIE fellows has potential for broad socio-economic transformation. Enterprise development 

activities, such as developing small businesses through mentorship, and providing grants and loans, are not core 

competency of most corporations. With large sums committed to Enterprise Development in South Africa every 

year, developing a body of research on inclusive growth and entrepreneurship can help business and policy 

makers to identify project resources, identify individuals, enterprises and programmes that may be of interest.  

The SASIE fellow’s research themes are also highly relevant to poverty reduction and economic development as 

they address complex development issues such as social entrepreneurship among marginalized groups and 

inclusive growth.  

Change in perceptions of the UK  

No meaningful change in perception of the UK emerged, though SASIE fellows spoke positively about their 

experience in the UK and especially the training they had received. The UK is in this context highly regarded for its 

academic excellence and the SASIE reinforced this image by providing access to a stimulating training 

environment at the Essex and stimulating exchanges.  

4.3.4 Complementarity and coordination 

Catalytic and Leadership effects 

The impact of SASIE in terms of mainstreaming best practices and influencing other actors has been limited. The 

open capacity building workshops did however reach a secondary audience and supported the development of 

research capacity and best practice in areas such as qualitative and quantitative methods, and theory building. 

These participants reportedly came from far beyond the workshop locations and had invested considerable effort to 

attend.29 At the same time, mainstreaming best practice were not explicit objectives of the action, which was 

focused on strengthening early stage researcher capacity and building long-lasting links between UK and South 

African institutions through their PhD students and joint training activities.  

4.4 Conclusions 

 This is an example of successful cooperation which has led to continued collaboration and continued 

academic links.  The structure of the intense summer school enabled fellows to forge a network that can be 

drawn on in the future careers, especially given that the research area is relatively novel. It also offers a very 

different learning situation from the more isolated day-to-day life of PhD students in South Africa. 

 The training access which this action opened up has had direct benefits to the network involved but also to 

the wider academic community. Opening up the capacity building workshops had benefits beyond the SASIE 

network, with a secondary audience from historically disadvantaged universities in South Africa.30  

 The Essex summer school in the UK provides academic benefits to the participating SASIE fellows. It gave 

exposure to a high-quality training in social research skills with leading academics that is not readily available 

for early-career academics in South Africa. South African fellows reported ‘transformative impact’ in terms of 

skills and progression as researchers. More subtle effects were also reported, with fellows gaining confidence 

and “feeling like someone is invested in them”.   

 Because of the involvement in SASIE, a number of grant proposals for the Global Challenges Research Fund 

linked to the SASIE have been submitted. A Newton Advanced Fellowship linked to the SASIE was recently 

secured.  

                                                 
28 The process of developing small and medium firms in South Africa it is done to benefit the broader society in order to stimulate economic 
activity with a specific focus of Black Economic Empowerment. Large companies are required to spend 2% of their net profit after tax annual on 
supplier development and a further 1% of the net profit after tax on enterprise development and sector specific programmes. 
29 Workshop participants included scholars from Universities of Fort Hare and KwaZulu-Natal among others 
30 “Historically Disadvantaged Institutions” are distinctions used to describe the distinct split along racial and ethnic lines of universities as a 
result of Apartheid education policy. This engineering also aimed to limit these institutions to teaching, rather than research. This resulted in 
limited research capacity (and funding) and was further exacerbated by the fact that most of them were located in rural areas serving 
disadvantaged communities.  
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 This action will help to build the foundation for greater academic output in this research area. There is already 

evidence of emerging collaborations between the fellows in the UK and South Africa. A joint research paper 

has been published and there are other collaborations in the making.   

 The policy influence and direct impact on economic development of the action has been limited, though it is 

important to keep in mind that its focus was on building researcher and institutional capacity, rather than 

directly influencing policymaking and reducing poverty. In the long-term, the collaboration and networks have 

the potential to generate strong relationships and lead to new knowledge in the field of social innovation and 

entrepreneurship.   
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5 Newton Advanced Fellowship: drug induced 

liver injury due to anti-tuberculosis treatment - 

predictive mechanism based biomarkers and 

genetic associations  

5.1 Summary 

Action title Drug induced liver injury due to anti-tuberculosis treatment: predictive 
mechanism based biomarkers and genetic associations 

Short description This was a Newton Advanced Fellowship between the University of 
Cape Town31 (UCT) and University of Liverpool, aiming to explore an 
under-researched area of adverse drug reactions (ADRs) related 
deaths that are caused by drug induced liver injury (DILI) due to anti-
tuberculosis treatments (ATT) in African patients. The research has 
two components; a patient recruitment, that involves sampling of 
specimens, and identification of genetic associations with 
development of ATT-DILI. 

The collaboration involved Prof. Munir Pirmohamed and Dr Karen 
Cohen and her research team, developing their research strengths 
and receiving support for more formalised training and development. 
Specifically, the action involves training in design of 
pharmacogenomics studies and analysis of genome data. Insights 
and expertise in the technical and analytical aspects of biomarker 
research and advanced bioanalytical platforms. The project will equip 
Dr Cohen and her group with skills to design further projects to 
identify novel predictive biomarkers for severe adverse drug reactions 
common in African patients.  

Objective(s) Improve Dr Cohen and her research teams limited biomarker 
identification and pharmacogenomics expertise and bring expertise to 
South Africa. The research aims, among other things, to develop 
clinically translatable findings that help to stratify tuberculosis (TB) 
patients, and improve the benefit-risk ratio through improved 
prediction, diagnosis and prognostication in both the UK and South 
Africa.  

Pillar People 

Action value (total budget allocated in 
country, in GBP) 

£111,000 with additional funding for travel and training, no salary top-
up. An in-kind match was provided by way of Fellowships being 
awarded for UK researchers. 

Start / end date (Status: on-going or 
complete) 

01/03/2015 - 28/02/2019 on-going (includes a one year no-cost 
extension)  

Delivery partners UK and overseas UK: Academy of Medical Sciences 

South Africa: National Research Foundation 

Award holders / grantees  Dr Karen Cohen, Groote Schuur Hospital and University of Cape 
Town and Professor Munir Pirmohamed, University of Liverpool. 

 

  

                                                 
31 Dr Karen Cohen is also employed by Groote Schuur Hospital.  
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5.2 Description of the action 

Brief description of action 

Dr Cohen leads a drug safety research group in the Division of Clinical Pharmacology, University of Cape Town 

(UCT). This group currently has limited pharmacogenomics expertise. Over the 4-year fellowship period (including 

one year no-cost extension), Dr Cohen will receive training and mentorship through working closely with Prof. 

Pirmohamed’s research group and related departments at University of Liverpool, who have extensive experience in 

drug safety research, genetic studies of associations with drug adverse effects, and biomarker identification.  

Pathway to Impact  

This action fits in well with the Newton Fund’s Theory of Change for People pillar projects, as shown in the action’s 

Theory of Change, which is presented in Annex 1, Figure 4. The main inputs of this action were several 

collaborative research activities and exchange visits in both the UK and South Africa. For the duration of the 

fellowship Dr Cohen and members of her research team attended (or will attend) short courses and participate in 

practical laboratory work providing training in design of pharmacogenomics studies and analysis of genome data.32 

The project also includes primary research in South Africa involving recruitment of patients, sample collection and 

corresponding data analysis.  

Outputs expected were new scientific results that would strengthen the knowledge and research base for the 

identification of novel predictive biomarkers for severe adverse drug reactions (ADRs) common in African patients. 

Several papers are planned and it is expected the PIs will have increased capacity to produce high quality research 

results and to engage with international research.  

Outcomes expected are the strengthening of international networks between participating institutions, and the 

generation of new knowledge in the field of ADRs caused by anti-TB treatments.  

Impact the project aims to contribute increasing the South Africa’s (and also the UK’s) capacity to minimise harm 

from drug induced liver injury by developing better screening methods. By identifying biomarkers related to drug-

induced liver injury from anti-TB treatment, therapies can be tailored to patients’ genetic make-up and molecular 

profiling. This would improve prediction, diagnosis and prognosis of ADRs with quicker and more specific diagnosis 

resulting in a reduction in ADR-related deaths. 

5.3 Answers to evaluation questions 

5.3.1 Relevance 

Activity targeting and ODA relevance 

The action has clear links to Newton Fund and ODA priorities. South Africa has a high prevalence of tuberculosis: 

an incidence of 781/100,000 in 2017 which places South Africa third after China and India. Dr Karen’s research group 

recently found that drug induced liver injury because of anti-tuberculosis treatment is the second most common cause 

of ADR-related death in South African medical wards.  

The research questions addressed in this project relate to issues of public health importance in South Africa, which 

has experiences high rates of morbidity and mortality from complications arising from TB treatment. There is currently 

limited biomarker identification and pharmacogenomics expertise in South Africa. This project is expected to bring 

valuable expertise to South Africa in a relevant area. As such it aligns closely with South African research priorities 

and needs, and is an explicit element of the Newton Fund country strategy.  

 

                                                 
32 Trainings either conducted or planned include: pharmacogenetics data analysis short course, training course at Sanger institute in Design and 
Analysis of Genetic based association studies and practical technique development in biomarker assays UoL lab at. 
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Additionality 

The idea for the project idea was the result of a meeting between Dr Cohen and Prof. Pirmohamed and his team at 

the 17th World Congress of Basic and Clinical Pharmacology which was held in Cape Town in July 2014. From this 

meeting, discussions on a potential collaboration on a project exploring biomarkers for anti-tuberculosis treatment-

induced liver injury emerged.  

Though funding for medical research is relatively good and TB is high on the South African research agenda, 

managing to establish a partnership with a centre of excellence such as UoL would have been difficult without the 

Newton Fund. Compared to the scale of the problem of ADR to anti-TB treatment, it is under-funded.  

In addition, the focus of other available grants would have been more outcome oriented on the research deliverables 

and would not have included the capacity building component of the Fellowship. 

5.3.2 Effectiveness 

Capacity building for individuals 

There is evidence of increased capacity of researchers, especially for Dr Cohen but also her wider research team. 

Both PIs were complimentary about the experience of the fellowship. The funding allowed Dr Cohen to participate 

in trainings, access research infrastructure not available in South Africa and receive mentorship. Dr Cohen noted 

that much of the training and access to expertise and pharmacogenetic facilities is not available in South Africa 

which helped her refine her research methodology and improve her skillset.  

A series of trainings have been carried out or are planned.33 They aim at providing Dr Cohen and her team with the 

necessary tools, practical techniques and methodological approaches to be able to carry out statistical analysis 

required for genetic association studies and the design of further projects to identify predictive biomarkers.  

Plans are in motion to send a member of Dr Cohen’s research team to the UK to get practical lab experience. 

Members of Dr Cohen’s research team have already spent time in UK. This is valued since there are few 

opportunities for clinicians to do laboratory work in South Africa.  

The fellowship was perceived as different from other funding Dr Cohen has received, which focuses almost 

exclusively on the research deliverables. Newton Funding allowed for capacity building and facilitation of 

collaborative links which were a great benefit.  

Capacity building for institutions 

The skills gained through the genome-wide association training provided by the fellowship strengthened the 

pharmacogenetics division in UCT and led to the transfer of skills to the wider team. Genetic diversity is greater in 

Africa than other continental populations but most pharmacogenetic studies are performed in Asian and Caucasian 

populations. Pharmacogenetic diversity and the relationship with ADRs is under-researched, so building institutional 

capacity is important in South Africa, given the relevance it has for treatment. Also on a global level, developing a 

better picture of pharmacogenetics traits in Sub-Saharan populations is of interest. It is the UCT vision to strengthen 

and grow pharmacogenetic and ADR research in UCT in South Africa. Having the connection to University of 

Liverpool and Prof. Pirmohamed, who leads one of the foremost research groups, has built enthusiasm and increased 

the profile of Dr Cohen’s department. Interchange between students has also been very useful and provides a 

foundation for future collaborations.  

From the UCT perspective, building a strong collaboration with University of Liverpool is seen as a key objective. 

Stronger UCT links with the UK led to more opportunities to find new partners and attract grant funding, increasing 

the internationalisation of the institution. Many drug safety related questions are not explored in Sub-Saharan Africa 

and UCT want to capitalise and build collaborations to expand this research area  

 

                                                 
33 Pharmacogenetics data analysis short course at Liverpool, training course at Sanger institute in Design and Analysis of Genetic based 
association studies and learning techniques of biomarker assays in the labs at UL.  
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Capacity-building of UK researchers and institutions  

The main benefit to the UK PI and institution was access to data from patient groups and taking part in research for 

an under-researched patient group. The incidence of tuberculosis in the UK continues to be high compared to most 

other Western European countries and disproportionately affects the most deprived communities.34 TB is relatively 

inexpensive to treat if identified early. But if left untreated, or treatment is not completed, it is more likely to become 

complex or drug resistant, requiring more intensive and expensive treatment which can exceed £50,000 per patient. 

Insights from Dr Cohen’s research has the potential to improve the identification of biomarker signature and further 

screening capabilities in the UK, with the end goal of minimising harm due to ADRs.  

Any clinically translatable findings from the proposed study that help to stratify TB patients, and improve the benefit-

risk ratio through improved prediction, diagnosis and prognostication, would be expected to have benefits to the 

public health systems and economy in the UK, both in terms of reduced costs and reduced work days lost. 

Research collaborations 

The collaboration was perceived as very positive and as best practice in international research. There was also 

complementarity in terms of the research. Paracetamol overdose is a common reason for acute liver injury and 

hospital admission in the UK. Prof. Pirmohamed has published extensively in this research area and has been 

successful in identifying the corresponding mechanistic biomarkers. The complementarity in terms research 

questions and methodology helped in the development of the project design.  In addition, the University of Liverpool 

has access high-end pharmacogenetic facilities needed for the biomarker and genome-wide association analysis 

while UCT can provide data and samples from patient groups, which increased the mutual benefit of the collaboration. 

Due to difficulties in recruiting a large enough cohort of patients combined with other non-projected related delays, a 

one-year no-cost extension was granted. Recruitment has since improved and the study is now reaching a large 

enough patient group to avoid it being under-powered.  

New international partnerships 

Collaboration between the researchers is continuing under the UK’s National Institute for Health Research which is 

funding a significantly larger project (£1,954,156) between University of Liverpool, Uganda and University of Cape 

Town.35 It will focus on a clinically important non-communicable disease area which requires the use of 

anticoagulation. In terms of scaling up and new collaborations, the fellowship has already resulted in concrete 

outcomes.  

For Dr Cohen, the fellowship meant expanding her professional network with UK centres of excellence such as MRC 

Centre for Drug Safety Science, the Department of Molecular and Clinical Pharmacology, and the Department of 

Biostatistics at the University of Liverpool. The Newton Fund also allowed Dr Cohen and her team to network with 

other leading institutions and researchers in the field through training and working visits at University of Liverpool. 

This may lead to further collaborations in the future. 

5.3.3 Impact 

Potential impact on poverty reduction and economic development 

As the project is on-going, this section focuses on emerging signs of potential impact. The action research is quite 

novel, looking at adverse drug reactions in an under-researched patient group and addresses basic science 

questions. The aim of this research is to translate laboratory findings for the benefit of patients, the public and the 

healthcare system. Translating the research findings into clinical practice (such as screening and point of care tests) 

would remove a burden from the public health system in South Africa, but this potential impact occurs a lot further in 

the future. Estimates on the time-lag on converting basic science to patient benefit, the so called ‘translation’, varies 

                                                 
34 Tuberculosis in the UK: 2014 report, Public Health England 2014 
35 National Institute for Health Research, National Health Service (UK), Global Health Research Group on warfarin anticoagulation in patients 
with cardiovascular disease in Sub-Saharan Africa (War-PATH) 
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but frequently 15 years or more are suggested for research evidence to reach clinical practice.36  The research adds 

to the existing global evidence base and the understanding on how to reduce liver damage from drugs, which in the 

future will allow translation into clinical care. As such, it does not have impact in isolation but rather forms a piece of 

the puzzle in a wider body of evidence.  

Many stakeholders stand to benefit from the development of new, robust biomarkers for the prediction, diagnosis, 

and prognostication of ADRs from ATT-DILI. Identifying genes and pathways which dictate a patient’s positive or 

negative response to a drug and increasing the safety of drugs would represent considerable progress in terms of 

burdens for patients, healthcare providers, and the pharmaceutical industry.  

The building of a specimen registry with patient data also have important implications for further research in the 

area ATT-DILI and can be used for new treatment related analysis.   

Change in perceptions of the UK 

The South African partners had a very positive view of the UK as a research partner. Having a research partner that 

conducts leading research and has access to highly specialised research infrastructure was appreciated. The UK 

also initiated the contact with UCT to begin with, and the exchange has built enthusiasm. The research environment 

in the UK is also more dynamic and clustered, with access to centres of excellence and expertise. Without UK support 

there wouldn’t be advanced training and such rapid research results.   

5.3.4 Complementarity and coordination 

Catalytic effects 

The action involved setting up systems for sampling patients and collecting genetic data in several hospitals. Dr 

Cohen noted how the fact that this takes place does have an impact on hospital teams and more generally help raise 

awareness of the problem. The understanding of the issues related to ADRs is now greater in the hospitals where 

the clinical work and follow up with patients that is taking place. Furthermore, the dissemination of the data collected 

and reporting on serious ADRs will also increase awareness of the issue and offers an opportunity to reflect on clinical 

management and practice in hospitals in South Africa.   

5.4  Conclusions 

 The action focuses on an area of research which is relevant to health needs in South Africa and explicitly 

identified in the Newton Fund country strategy. ADR is one of the leading causes for mortality in South Africa, 

especially related to TB and HIV.  

 The Newton Fund has built enthusiasm and increased the profile of Dr Cohen’s department. The specialised 

skills gained in genome-wide association component of the fellowship strengthened the pharmacogenetics 

division in UCT and led to the transfer of skills to the wider team.  

 In terms of institutional capacity building it has provided an avenue for UCT realise their goals with respect 

to internationalisation and building collaborations. Many drug safety related questions are not explored in 

Sub-Saharan Africa and UCT and it is an area of strategic interest for UCT to expand this research area. 

 The collaboration successfully matches the scientific expertise and high-end facilities on the UK side with 

the access to under-researched patient groups in South Africa allowing for complementarities and mutual 

benefits.   

 The partnership is already delivering benefits through capacity building both for individuals and the 

institutions involved. For UCT, this project has raised the profile of the researcher and led to further 

                                                 
36 See for instance: Morris, J, Wooding, S, Grant, J. The answer is 17 years, what is the question: understanding time lags in translational 
research. Journal of the Royal Society of Medicine, Vol 104, Issue 12, pp. 510 – 520, December 16, 2011 
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international collaborations with the University of Liverpool. A project taking place in Uganda was recently 

launched that will involve both UCT and University of Liverpool.  

 In the long run, the knowledge generated will broaden the evidence base in a neglected area and ultimately 

allow better understanding for better treatments.  Many stakeholders stand to benefit from the development 

of new prediction, diagnosis, and prognostication methods of ADRs and would mean considerable progress 

in terms of burdens for patients, healthcare providers, and the pharmaceutical industry. 
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6 Conclusions 

Prior to Newton Fund, there was little science and innovation cooperation between the UK and South Africa. The 

Newton Fund has changed the quality and intensity of the bilateral relationship dramatically. The partnership model 

is a strength of the Newton Fund that goes beyond normal aid investment approaches, where co-investment is the 

foundation. The current model of implementation of the Newton Fund is seen across partners as an agile model 

with flexibility to accommodate national priorities and emerging issues. Overall, South African stakeholders are very 

positive to the Newton Fund and see it as a more strategic approach that can adapt to shifting political priorities. An 

example of this flexibility is the significant scaling of the DARA project(s), which aims to develop human capital in 

the field of radio astronomy, an important priority for South Africa.  

The UK has in the last three years become a preferred partner in science and innovation. Judging by South African 

government stakeholders, the Newton Fund is largely the reason for this. Before the Newton Fund, there was little 

bi-lateral scientific cooperation through government counterparts. The scale of funding that the Newton Fund brings 

to the table represents a radical step change in the scientific relationship between the two countries. The Newton 

Fund is one of the largest, if not the largest, scientific bi-lateral partnership South Africa participates in. There is 

however a limit to the capacity on the South African side to absorb Newton Funding. This was illustrated in the slow 

uptake at the beginning the Newton Fund.  

 Priority development areas: all three projects are designed around South African and Newton Fund priority 

development areas. South African science priorities are increasingly emphasising human capital 

development and upskilling which are core components of all three projects. Translation, a core priority for 

South Africa, is still lacking in terms of funded actions but will be a focus area for future funding.  

 Flexible grants: in the case of DARA, the extension of an initial small grant led to a significant scaling up of 

the project. Cumulative grants have also led to several follow-on projects which has expanded the scope of 

DARA into a total of 12 countries across Africa, Latin America and South-East Asia. From the initial grant of 

£200,000, to date, DARA has received almost £4,000,000 in funding.  

 Matched effort: lack of matched funding has led in some cases to difficulties in deciding how to compare 

and align work streams. In practice it is left to delivery partners to match financial effort however best they 

see fit but this is not a Rand for Pound match. The weak Rand has also resulted in difficulties on how to 

allocate spending.    

 Visibility and strengthen relationship: The Newton Fund as a global and national brand in South Africa 

has respect amongst partners and is known although it is not always visible. The Newton Fund is seen by 

South Africa as a game changer in the bi-lateral relationship, with the DARA project often being used an 

example to showcase the success of the UK-South Africa partnership approach. In terms of soft power, this 

has given the UK a seat at the table and given access to high-level political stakeholders. However, brand 

recognition is limited outside research institutes and government. For instance, National Research 

Foundation co-funded grantees do not necessarily indicate their grant funding are from the Newton Fund or 

are indeed aware that Newton Fund is providing match funding.   

 Capacity: constraints on South African side due the numbers of UK DPs created capacity issues which 

resulted in a slow start for the Newton Fund. A recent restructuring of NRF also contributed to the capacity 

of the funding agency to engage in a structured way with UK DPs. The Newton Fund structure is however 

well established and is well aligned to amplify the South African research agenda and respond to 

development needs. Capacity is still constrained on the South African side there is a clear interest in 

increasing participation in the knowledge economy.  

 Emerging results: the collaborations that have occurred through the Newton Fund have helped progress 

research, strengthened institutions, and developed human capital. The case study actions have delivered 

the expected outcomes of improved researcher and institutional capacity. And it has helped both the UK 

and South African counterparts to increase and deepen their international networks.  
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Annex 1 – Theories of Change per action  

Figure 2: Theory of Change, Development in Africa with Radio Astronomy 
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Figure 3: Theory of Change, the SASIE network  
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Figure 4: Theory of Change: Newton Advanced Fellowship: drug induced liver injury due to anti-tuberculosis treatment: predictive mechanism based 

biomarkers and genetic associations 
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